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THE TIME IS 2001 

 

Cast 
 
BARRY FOSTER-DARLING (TENOR) 
 
103 years old.  On a Zimmer frame.  Scraggy.  Obstinate, self-centred, 
talkative. 
 
GARY FOSTER-DARLING (BARITONE) 
 
98 years old.  In a wheelchair.  Fat.  More emollient.  Quiet.  GARY and 
BARRY have been together since 1918. 
 
KEN LIVINGSTONE (BARITONE) 
 
Mayor of London.  Geniality masking a certain smugness.  A sharp 
operator. 
 
MIRIAM (MEZZO)   
 
Livingstone’s PA, and acting Registrar. 
 
A CARER [non-speaking/singing] 
 
 
Setting 
 
The foyer to the temporary GLA headquarters in Romney House, 
Marsham Street (City Hall is not yet ready).  An entrance through the 
audience.  A large official portrait of Queen Victoria hangs on a wall at 
the back of the stage, dominating the scene. 
 
 
Instrumentation 
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SCRIPT 
 
[KEN is uncharacteristically nervous, waiting.  MIRIAM anxious to 
reassure him.  She has a clipboard and a handag.]   
 
KEN:   Where are they? 
   They should be here by now 
 
MIRIAM:  I telephoned the carer 
   They were in the taxi  

On the way from Clapham 
 
KEN:   The traffic in this city is impossible 
   The sooner we can have a charge 
   For coming into London,  

The better it will be. 
 
MIRIAM:  Here ….  
 
[She flicks some fluff off the shoulder of his jacket.  KEN squirms like a 
small boy.] 
 
   It will show up in the light of a flashbulb 
   We don’t want readers and viewers 
   Thinking you have dandruff 
 
KEN:   Why do women always want to mother me? 
 
MIRIAM:  You like it really. 
 
KEN:   Have you got my speech? 
 
MIRIAM:  Yes.  Here.  [She hands it to him.  He reads…] 
 
KEN:   Historic day on the path to equality… 
   Lesbians and gay men second class citizens… 
   This is but the first step to equality 
   An exciting experiment 
   To test if homosexual couples  

Want public recognition of their partnerships 
   If there is a demand, it will be rolled out 
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   Nationally, in a civil partnership act. 
 
   And there will be a demand 
   We have ceremonies booked already 
   Every Saturday till Christmas. 
   And there is more 
   After civil partnerships, gay marriage 
   [ironic] For those who want such nonsense 
 
MIRIAM:  I thought you were married 
 
KEN:   Divorced.  Kate and I will never marry. 
   We’ve been together nearly twenty years… 
 
MIRIAM:  I thought you were married 
 
KEN:   Without the benefit of a scrap of paper. 
   But for those who have been left out in the cold 
   So long….. an affirmation 
   Who are we, the majority, 
   To deny them what we can enjoy. 
   I hope ‘enjoy’ is meant ironically. 
 
[He tears up the paper.] 
 
   Shit, I’ll wing it.  I know what I want to say 
 
ARIA 
 
   When I was young and full of hope 
   I thought that we could change the world 
   And we did change the world 
   We brought the people into County Hall 
   The people’s palace. 
   Gay, straight, bi, black, white, disabled 
   Together we could change the world 
    
   When I think what it was like 
   For all my gay friends 
   When I was a lab technician 
   In Cancer Research 
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   It was still illegal 
   Nearly everyone was in the closet 
   People were arrested still 
   Everyone in fear. 
 
   Except Bill and Stephen. 
   They’d been together for ten years 
   A little flat near Brixton Market 
   They used to let me take my girlfriends there 
   Cos I couldn’t take them home.   
   They did that for all their friends 
   A regular knocking shop they ran 
 
MIRIAM:  You can’t say that! 
 
KEN:   Don’t worry, I won’t. 
   But I will always remember them 
   And be grateful. 
   Bill died of AIDS in ‘89 
   And Stephen killed himself soon after, 
   He couldn’t live without him. 
    
   Will any of us ever know such love, Miriam? 
   I don’t think I will. 
 
MIRIAM:  I couldn’t kill myself for love. 
 
KEN:   Nor me. 
   But I remember them. 
   And when these two make promises 
   And sign the register 
   Though they won’t know 
   They’ll do it in the name 
   Of Stephen and of Bill. 
 
* * * 
 
   Where are they?  What is keeping them? 
   Ten-thirty it was meant to be. 
   The vultures are all gathered 
   They don’t like being kept waiting. 
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   [He indicates Victoria’s portrait] 
 
   Do we have to have that? 
   It’s casting a total downer on proceedings. 
 
MIRIAM:  I agree.  But I checked with the council. 
   It’s a gift from Dame Shirley Porter 
   Furniture and fittings, part of the agreement. 
   Not to be removed or changed 

Without the landlord’s say-so. 
 
KEN:   Which is she? 
 
MIRIAM:  What? 
 
KEN:   Victoria.  The old bat. 
   Is she furniture or fitting? 
 
MIRIAM:  Look at it this way. 
   The first gay wedding will spit in her eye. 
   She’ll be spinning in her grave. 
 
KEN:   She’s too fat to spin. 
 
MIRIAM:  [looking at watch again] 
   You have the City Hall architect 
   At twelve, with the revised plans. 
   And the Palestinians at two. 
 
KEN:   What are their names again? 
 
MIRIAM:  Barry and Gary Foster-Darling 
 
KEN:   Sounds like they’ve already tied the knot 
 
MIRIAM:  [consulting notes] 

They changed their names by deed poll 
In nineteen thirty seven. 

 
KEN:   Sixty-three years!  That can’t be right 
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MIRIAM:  That’s what it says here. 
 
KEN:   There’s a role model for you. 
   You and I won’t clock up sixty years. 
 
MIRIAM:  It’s even better than that. 
   Eighty-two years 
 
KEN:   What?  That’s impossible 
 
MIRIAM:  No it’s not.  Don’t you read your briefings? 
 
KEN:   Not if I can help it. 
 
[He leaps from foot to foot like a little boy wanting to go the toilet.] 
 
   Where are they? 
 
   We have to get a move on. 
   Already others have stolen a march. 
   The Dutch have legalised gay marriage. 
 
MIRIAM:  They married two men on the telly. 
   On This Morning – Valentine’s Day 
 
KEN:   Wasn’t worth a shit in law. 
 
MIRIAM:  This isn’t worth a shit in law. 
 
KEN:   But worth its weight in propaganda. 
   I wish I’d got in first 
   I could use publicity 
 
MIRIAM:  You can always use publicity 
 
KEN:   I’m an independent. 
   I don’t have Tony ‘Tory Boy’ Blair’s  

Political machinery behind me. 
   Every little helps. 
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[A mobile phone goes off.  MIRIAM gets it out of her bag.  It’s an 
orange Nokia 3310.] 
 
MIRIAM:  Yes? [Pause]  At last.  Show them in. 
   [To KEN]  They’ll be a little while, they’re very old 
 
KEN:   They must be.  Eighty-two years! 
   You see them in and do formalities 
   I’ll check the hacks still have some Cava 
   And haven’t stolen the spoons. 
 
[Exits.  MIRIAM waits nervously.  Expectation building. BARRY and GARY 
come in from the back of the audience, and process very slowly up the 
aisle through it.  BARRY is on a Zimmer frame, and every step is like a 
thunderclap as he brings it down heavily on the floor.  He is followed by 
GARY, in a wheelchair pushed by a carer.  He has a rug over his lap, and 
a man bag.  This mirrors the entrance of VICTORIA in ‘Two Queens’ at 
the start of the cycle, pushed.  The carer is like the page in 1900 a silent 
part.  GARY and BARRY argue all the way.] 
 
BARRY:  I told you we should stay away 
   From Piccadilly Circus 
   But no, you wouldn’t listen 
   “It’s the most direct,” you said 
   As we ground to a halt in Regent Street 
 
GARY:  It was the most direct 
 
BARRY:  See?  Stubborn as a mule 
   You know best, and no-one can tell you better. 
   Just because you’re in a wheelchair 
   Everyone defers to you 
   Even though you’re thick as pigshit 
   You scrawny old buzzard 
 
MIRIAM:  Do you really need to – 
 
KEN:   Are they always like this? 
 
MIRIAM:  Mr Foster-Darling, the press - 
   Please don’t wash your dirty linen – 
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BARRY:  Dirty linen?  [To GARY]  Have you shat yourself again? 
 
GARY:  [To MIRIAM]  Ignore him, please.   

He’s got the manners of a pig. 
Gary Foster-Darling. 

 
MIRIAM:  Miriam Manning. 

I am acting as the Registrar. 
   I will do the ceremony 
   Sign the certificates. 
   The Mayor is with the press. 
   He will give the City’s blessing. 
 
   Of course, it isn’t marriage, you realise. 
 
BARRY:  Yes it is.  Marriage of inconvenience 
 
MIRIAM:  But it’s the best that we can do. 
 
BARRY:  I don’t care.  I never wanted it. 
    
MIRIAM:  But surely – 
   I mean, you changed your names. 
   Gary and Barry Foster-Darling  
   So romantic. [She sighs] 
   That must count for something 
   And what about your wills? 
 
BARRY:  Stop all that lovey dovey stuff. 
   We’re here to get tied – 
   Whatever you want to call it. 
   Nothing to do with love. 
 
GARY:  He went to Gay Liberation in nineteen seventy-one 
   He’s never been the same. 
 
BARRY:  They were right. 
 
[Ghosts of PENNY and WALTER] 
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PENNY/WALTER: We don’t believe in monogamy. 
   
BARRYL  “Our structure based on Christianity 

Whose archaic and irrational teachings  
Support the family and marriage  
As the pre-condition for sex.” 
- Gay Liberation Manifesto 

 
GARY:  He only went because I said 
   I’d met some marvellous trade 

At All Saints Hall at GLF meetings. 
He went to Notting Hill, got his end away 
And so he thought what GLF said 
Must be true, coming from the mouth 

   Of some willowy Adonis. 
 
MIRIAM:  [To BARRY]  So why are you doing this? 
 
BARRY:  He’s in the Labour Party. 
   If I didn’t agree 
   I would never hear the end of it. 
 
[GARY fishes around in his man bag.] 
 
GARY:  Where is it?  Where’s my cake? 
 
BARRY:  Cake is bad for you. 
   Don’t forget your diabetes. 
   All that sugar and no exercise. 
    
GARY:  I need cake when I get nervous 
   It is comfort food. 
 
BARRY:  I took it out and stamped on it. 
 
GARY:  [shocled] You wasted a good Battenburg! 
 
MIRIAM:  [To GARY]  He’s right, you know. 
   You need to look after yourself. 
 
BARRY:  He never does, you know. Look at him. 
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   Great fat lump, neither use nor ornament. 
   I ask you, we go to all this trouble 
   And look at you!   

There’s porridge down your tie – 
 
MIRIAM:  Sugar’s bad for you 
   And lack of exercise. 
 
GARY:  Don’t tell me what’s bad for me. 
   What’s bad for all us wrinklies 
   Is lack of pleasure and lack of love. 
   Look what that has done for Mr. Barry 
 
BARRY:  Nonsense.  I am fit as a fiddle. 
   Look at me.  Feel that.   
 
[Offers his bicep to MIRIAM.] 
 
BARRY:  I walk half a mile every day. 
   I’m a World Record Holder, you know. 
 
MIRIAM:  [disbelieving]  What world record? 
 
BARRY:  [proud] The over-nineties one hundred metres 
 
GARY:  You know how long that is? 
   Thirty seconds 
   It’s a one-hundred metre crawl 
   A one hundred metre stagger. 
 
BARRY:  You couldn’t do it.  Just look at me 
   A hundred and three! 
 
GARY:  You don’t look a day over a hundred. 
 
BARRY:  Why don’t you get yourself an electric chair - 
   Then I could pull the switch. 
 
MIRIAM:  Look, will you stop this please? 
   Ken will be back any minute 
   Followed by the press and the BBC 
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   You are making history today 
   And where you lead, you brave old men, 
 
DANILO:  [To them both] You see? 
 
GARY:     I’m not brave 
 
BARRY:       I’m not old  
 
MIRIAM:  Thousands in the future will follow. 

I get quite weepy at the thought of it. 
 
BARRY:  [To MIRIAM] Are you queer?  Are you a lesbian? 
 
MIRIAM:  [Embarrassed] Er – I – not really – I mean,  

No – not at all – sorry about that 
 
BARRY:  Then don’t be soft, it’s nothing to do with you 
 
[KEN re-enters, To MIRIAM]  
 
KEN:   We really must be doing this. 
   I have no time to waste. 
   Just a quick photo opportunity 
   Then I must go [offhand] 
   Is this the two of them? 
    
BARRY:  Mr Livingstone I presume? 
 
KEN:   Ah, Mr. Foster-Darling.   May I call you Gary? 
 
BARRY:  No you may not, because I’m Barry. 
   [Shouts] 
   Barry, not Gary, do you hear?   

I would hate to be mistaken for 
This stain-encrusted lump of lard. 

   This ball and chain round my existence, 
   This living incitement to euthanasia. 
 
KEN:   [To MIRIAM] We can’t have this in front of the press 
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MIRIAM:  Apparently they’re always like this. 
   [To BARRY] Are you going to keep this up? 
 
GARY:  It’s the only thing he can keep up. 
 
KEN:   You too?  This is a nightmare. 
   We have a responsibility to history 
   We must project a positive image. 
 
BARRY:  Don’t tell me what I must project 
   I’m not a part of your PR machine. 
   “Oh look at the old poufs,  

Aren’t they sweet? 
Let’s cheer up their sad old lives 
And give them a day out 
And some meaningless certificate. 
Let’s us show how marvellously 
Tolerant we are, and pat ourselves 
On the back for being so liberal.” 

 
   I am not sweet.  I am not nice. 
   I rage with the frustration 
 
[Ghost of VALENTINE de VERE] 
 

Every day it gets more difficult 
  To be Valentine de Vere. 
  The stairs get steeper, 
  The shops recede into the distance, 
  The legs get weaker. 
 
BARRY:  I’ve put up with him for eighty years 
   No relief, no time off for good behaviour. 
   All that comfort food,  

The steak and kidney pudding 
The gooey spotted dick. 

 
GARY:  You could have learnt to cook yourself. 
   His obsession with old musicals 
   And cabaret of the twenties 
   [To KEN] He’s always playing Bitter Sweet 
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   Or King’s Rhapsody – nothing butch 
   Like Oklahoma! – worse, he sings along 
   And he can’t sing!  Not a note! 
   [to MIRIAM] His stupid collection of china – 
   That’s another thing – you can’t move 
   For Susie Cooper and Clarice Cliff. 
   And it’s ‘’Watch where you’re stepping, 
   Mind your feet – take your boots off – 
   Don’t put your glasses there –‘ 
   It drives me mad. 
 
BARRY:  That’s it isn’t it?  Old. Old. Always old. 
   Living in the past.  You never like the new. 
   I remember the start of Rock ‘n’ Roll 
   You said it didn’t have a proper tune 

- But that didn’t stop you going to 
The Rivoli Ballroom 
To chat up Teddy boys. 
Well, you deserve each other 
Sit there in your haze of nostalgia 
I am for today.   
 

[The Ghost of DUGGAN] 
 
  A soldier faces to the front 
  To look life in the eyes, 
  Both friend and foe. 
  It will not do, 
  Always looking back 
 
BARRY:  I’ve had enough. 

 
[He turns on his frame and walks as briskly as he can back towards the 
exit.] 
 
GARY:  You can march off a cliff for all I care. 
 
KEN/MIRIAM: No.  Come back.  
GARY:  It is his anger keeping him alive. 

You must remember he’s in constant pain. 
   All the people over eighty live with pain, 
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   Chronic pain, large or small. 
   No wonder they get crazy mad sometimes. 
 
[BARRY a little down the aisle clutches his chest, breathing very rapidly, 
then collapses face forward.  KEN and MIRIAM rush towards him, the 
page goes to GARY to push him, GARY brushes him away.] 
 
GARY: [Commanding]  Leave him.  He is mine 
 And only mine 
 [They stand back. Heaving himself out of the chair and 

crawling on the floor to him]  
 Don’t die, Barry.  Please don’t let slip away. 
 All the things I said, I didn’t mean them. 
 
[He strokes BARRY’s hair.] 
 
 We have to have a life together. 
 What other life do we have? 
 Darling, I’ll do anything.   
 
GARY: Do you have any alcohol in the building? 
 
MIRIAM: You mean medical alcohol? 
 I can check the medicine cabinet.  [Exits] 
 
KEN: [rather sheepishly producing a small hip flask from his 

pocket]  Will this do? 
 It’s a twelve year single malt  
 Treat it with respect. 
 
[GARY indicates to the page to turn BARRY over.  KEN helps as 
necessary.  GARY clumsily tips scotch into BARRY’s mouth, so it dribbles 
down his chin.]  
 
KEN: [Protests]  I say! 
 He’s going to smell like a distillery 
 
GARY: Which would you rather? 
 A drunk bridegroom or a dead bridegroom 
 [To BARRY]  Come on, my angel, my darling. 
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[BARRY begins to come to.  Sniffs.]  
    
BARRY:  Is that – Glenfarclas?   
 
[He reaches for the flask, GARY gives it to him. A big swig.] 
 
   It is!  60%! I feel better already. 
 
GARY:  We have work to do. 
 
BARRY:  We do 
 
GARY:  We must set a fine example 
 
BARRY:  W must 
 
GARY:  You must share your history 
 
BARRY:  I must 
 
GARY:  Our history 
 
BARRY:  I must pass it on. 
 
GARY:  We must show our love [Pause] 
   You do still love me, don’t you [Pause] 
 
BARRY:  I suppose so, in my own way. 
   After all, what else is there? 
 
BOTH:  In the long run 
   What else is there but love? 
 
GARY:  You may be a miserable old bugger 
   But you’re my miserable old bugger 
 
BARRY:  I’d rather be driven to an early grave 
   By you than anybody else 
   [He reaches for the whisky.]  May I/ 
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[KEN briskly removes it back into his jacket.  Helps BARRY to his feet, 
gives him his frame.] 
 
KEN:   I think that’s quite enough of that. 
 
[MIRIAM returns with a chair.] 
 
MIRIAM:  I thought you would need this. 
 
BARRY:  I don’t need that.  I have my frame.   
 
GARY:  You do need this.   
   Accept your limits. 
   Relax. 
 
[The carer brings the chair to GARY.  KEN and he get BARRY seated.] 
 
KEN:   Are you ready then? 
 
GARY:  I’m ready 

 

BARRY:  I’m ready 

 

KEN:   [To MIRIAM]  Let them in. 

 

[She goes to a side door and lets the press in.  They are unseen, 

offstage, but we see numerous digital flashes go off.] 

 

KEN:   Ladies and gentlemen of the press 

   Meet Mr Gary Foster-Darling - 

   Mr Barry Foster-Darling 

 

MIRIAM:  These two men have been together 

   Since before any of you were born 

 

KEN:   Before your parents were born 

 

MIRIAM:  Before your grandparents were born 
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BARRY:  Though I’m sure we had one or two them 

   In their time. 

 

GARY:  Behave yourself! 

 

KEN:   A question from the back. 

   How did you meet? 

 

Duet 

 

GARY:  It was Armistice Day 

   Eleventh November 1918 

   He looked so dashing in his uniform 

 

BARRY:  I was itching from the anti-lice powder 

 

GARY:  I was only fifteen  

   And easily impressed 

 

[Ghost of SIEGFRIED SASSOON:  Recorded] 

 

I see my men, scrawny, famished, filthy 
  White and shivering in October rain 
  They strip to wash, Their skin soft and silky –  

- Not what you’d expect 

 

GARY:  The first we knew the war was over 

   Noise of sirens over Lambeth 

   We thought it was an air raid 

   And rushed to shelter in the tube 

   At Elephant and Castle 

 

BARRY:  Later we defied the drizzle 

   Penetrating cold 

 

GARY:  I was shivering in my shirt 

 

BARRY:  I put my army greatcoat 
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   Round his shoulders 

   We danced in the crowds 

   Caught up in the moment 

 

GARY:  All round us cars and buses  

   Piled high with people 

   Making all the noise that they were able 

 

BARRY:  It was deafening 

 

GARY:    We were deafening 

 

BARRY:  All the cheering and the hooting 

 

GARY:  The kids smashed the shop windows 

   For sheer joy and delight 

 

BARRY:     Joy and delight 

 

   Everybody danced the night away 

GARY:  We danced the night away 

   Men with men, women with women 

 

BARRY:  No-one gave a second thought 

   Or us a second glance 

   Later we went on to the Cavour 

 

GARY:  So many men in powder and mascara 

   I never knew that there were others 

 

BARRY:  We fucked in a hotel 

 

MIRIAM:  Is that necessary? 

 

DANILO:  It’s what they did – 

 

GARY:  We had carnal relations 

   At a hotel in Paddington 
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[The ghost of DUGGAN:]  

 

GARY & DUGGAN: 

I sat there on the rumpled bed, 
   And looked around the faded peeling walls 
   With patterns of forget-me-nots. 
 

 

DUGGAN: It was a cheap knocking shop 
  You could take a room by the hour. 

But we had all night. 
  And the next day.  And night. 
 

I’d never let anyone do that before. 
 

GARY:  And he got Spanish flu 

   I never thought that he’d survive 

   As I watched him coughing blood. 

 

BARRY:  So many didn’t 

   I lost more pals to the flu than to the Boche. 

 

GARY:  But he’s a stubborn bastard 

 

BARRY:  Always have been 

 

GARY:  Though he blames me still 

   Because I didn’t get it 

   And he did 

 

BARRY:  No more, my love, no more. 

 

MIRIAM:  [Taking question]  What was gay life like in the  

twenties? 

 

BARRY:  First to say, it was everywhere 

   If you knew where to look 

   Private clubs, public houses 
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GARY:  Public cottage, private party 

 

BARRY:  There was cock to suck 

   Whichever way you turned 

 

MIRIAM:  Do you have to be so graphic? 

 

GARY:  Let us be who we are. 

We’ve had enough policing in our lives. 

 

BARRY:  Remember Bobby Britt and his Salome dance? 

 

GARY:  Pretty Bobby Britt.  So smooth… 

 

BARRY:  He lived in Fitzroy Square 

   He used to do impressions of Maud Allen 

   Stripped to the waist, in harem pants 

 

MIRIAM:  Maud Allen stripped to the waist? 

 

BARRY:  No, Bobby did.   

He did Maud Allen’s dance 

 

GARY:  Salome’s dance 

 

MIRIAM:  That’s in the bible. 

 

[Ghost of ALFRED DOUGLAS.] 

 

  No it’s not.  The dance with seven veils 

That was in our play –  we invented it -   

 

GARY:  He was a lovely mover 

   And skin like a girl.  Twenty five but 

   Didn’t look a day more than fifteen. 

 

BARRY:  Do you remember?  When his flat was raided? 
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   He tried to pick up the policeman 

   Who arrested him. 

 

GARY:  Just to embarrass the man.  What balls! 

 

BARRY:  Died last year.  In a nursing home. 

   A few days after his one-hundredth birthday. 

   The last one left 

 

GARY:  There was no-one like him for sheer cheek 

 

[There is a sweet melancholy in their memory.  Pause.] 

 

   [To BARRY] Remember the Running Horse 

   Near Bond Street? 

 

BARRY:  Full of gents in evening dress 

   Firemen from Marylebone  

   Bus drivers and shop boys 

   Repairmen and posties 

 

BARRY:  Mind you it wasn’t cheap - 

   A shilling a pint! 

 

KEN:   How did you afford it all? 

 

GARY:  The dress suits always paid for it, 

   We never had to worry. 

 

MIRIAM:  But surely you were faithful? 

 

BARRY:  We never really bothered 

 

GARY:  Always seems more trouble than it’s worth 

 

[Ghost of EDGAR from ‘Separate Beds’] 

 
We promised that we’d always be 
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  Prepared to grant the liberty 
  So that the other could be free 
  To this we thoroughly agree 
 

KEN:   Question from the Evening Standard:   

How did you get the same names? 

   Did you have some kind of marriage before? 

 

GARY:  Deed poll.  I was Gary Foster 

 

BARRY:  I was Barry Darling 

 

GARY/BARRY: I became Gary/Barry Foster-Darling 

 

KEN:   You see, members of the Press – 

   Pioneers in the fight for equality 

 

GARY:  Pure cowardice 

 

BARRY:    The line of least resistance. 

 

GARY:  At first we said I was his Jeeves 

 

BARRY:  I even had him registered  

   As a male servant, though 

   The servant tax was gone by now. 

 

[Ghost of GEORGE MERRILL and EDWARD CARPENTER] 

 

GEORGE:  Fifteen bob a year 

 

EDWARD:  Come now, George, you know 
    It’s just for form’s sake 
    To stop the wagging tongues. 
 

GARY:  Never really worked.  I was too posh 

   And he was too common 

   To have a gentleman’s gentleman 
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BARRY:  They always rumbled 

 

GARY:  I wasn’t going to strain myself to hide it 

 

DANILO:  You see? So brave 

 

BARRY:  Bollocks.  All it took was a solicitor 

   And five guineas 

 

GARY:  And tuppence stamp duty. 

 

GARY:  We were fed up being chucked out of our digs 

 

BARRY:  When the landlord or the landlady discovered. 

 

GARY:  They were always nosey 

 

BARRY:  And living in the ground floor flat. 

   We got fed up with moving 

 

GARY:  So then we thought – name change! – 

 

MIRIAM:  Husband and husband! 

 

GARY:  Not in 1937 

 

BARRY:  Brothers 

 

GARY:  No-one raised an eyebrow at two brothers 

   Sharing a flat 

 

BARRY:  Or even a bed 

 

KEN:   [Ironic] Oh, the days of innocence! 

 

MIRIAM:  What did you do in the war? 

   That’s the Daily Mail asking. 
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GARY:  I was called up.  I was thirty-seven. 

 

BARRY:  I was just too old at forty-one. 

 

GARY:  I was in the Royal Welch Fusiliers 

   Sassoon’s old regiment 

    

MIRIAM:  I thought it was illegal in the army 

 

[Ghost of MAJOR WILDER]  

 

   Conduct prejudicial 
   To good order and discipline. 

We must make examples 
   Of rotten apples, 
   For other rotten apples 
   Still lurking in the basket 

 

GARY:  No-one gave a toss. 

   I saw Arthur Marshall from Intelligence 

   With a broken ankle 

   Lead his men along the beach 

   Towards the waiting ships: 

   “Come on girls, who’s on for the botany walk?” 

   He called Montgomery Brenda - 

   Everyone called him Cynthia. 

 

KEN:   It goes to show, gay or straight, 

   The democracy of courage 

 

BARRY:  Don’t be so pompous. 

 

KEN:   [waspish] And what did you do in the war, Barry? 

 

BARRY:  Essential war work.  My lips are sealed 

 

MIRIAM:  You can tell us now.  It’s all so long ago 
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GARY:  Not to us it isn’t. 

 

BARRY:  If you must know,  

I put the pips in raspberry jam. 

 

MIRIAM/KEN: What?? 

 

BARRY:  Raspberry jam was made from swede, 

   Coloured with cochineal. 

   We used fine wood chips. 

   Mixed them in to make it realistic 

 

GARY:  So the public would swallow it 

 

BARRY:  Literally. 

   It was essential war work 

   Keeping up the nation’s war morale 

 

   I was so glad when he came home 

 

GARY:  I was so glad to be back home 

 

BARRY:  So I could care for him 

 

GARY:  I was invalided out  

With a leg that never set 

So I always had a limp 

 

BARRY:  That’s why he’s in the wheelchair 

   But he nearly bought it twice 

 

GARY:  You nearly bought it to 

   In the flat in Finsbury Park 

 

BARRY:  Doodlebugs, you see 

 

GARY:  You’d hear them overhead – 
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   Then silence – 

 

BARRY:  Where would it land? 

   Did it have your name on? 

 

[MIRIAM and KEN are transfixed]  

 

GARY:  It did this time. 

 

BARRY:  We were lying in bed 

 

GARY:  I’d just come off duty 

   From a twelve-hour shift 

   I was a security guard at the rifle factory 

   At Enfield Lock 

 

BARRY:  I’d cooked a shepherd’s pie 

   But we fancied a bit of how’s-your-father 

 

GARY:  After as we lay on the bed – Bang! – 

 

BARRY:  Direct hit on the house next door 

 

GARY:  Brought down the front walls 

 

BARRY:  And there we were for the whole street to see 

 

GARY:  Bollock-naked on the bed 

 

BOTH:  In the front bedroom 

 

[They all laugh at the image.] 

 

MIRIAM:  You could have gone to prison, 

 

BARRY:  Everybody knew us in the street 

   Knew what we were 
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   We used to baby-sit 

   For women working in a factory 

   Or on the buses 

 

GARY:  Air Raid Warden Ennals – 

 

BARRY:  I’d had him a few times in the blackout – 

 

GARY:  You never told me! 

 

BARRY:  He found a ladder and he got us down. 

 

GARY:  We stayed with my sister and her husband 

 

BARRY:  Four years till the council could rehouse us 

   When they got some prefabs. 

 

GARY:  We lived a quiet life 

 

BARRY:    We liked a quiet life 

 

GARY:  We always kept ourselves to ourselves 

 

BOTH:  We were never anything but ordinary 

 

BARRY:  Till the arrest. 

 

GARY:  Suddenly the papers had all these stories 

   Vicars with choirboys, actors caught in toilets 

 

BARRY:  Remember Johnny Gielgud? 

 

GARY:  Never liked him, too airy fairy. 

 

BARRY:  So suddenly the people knew 

   They weren’t meant like us after all 

 

GARY:  The whole street changed 
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   We didn’t feel safe any more [Pause] 

 

   It was outside the Rivoli Ballroom 

   Three Teds were waiting  

   On the way to Crofton Park 

 

BARRY:  I was home with flu. 

   “Go and enjoy yourself I said” 

   Hoping he’d feel sorry for me and stay. 

 

GARY:  I didn’t.  Worse luck. 

   They got me in the alley by the station 

   Did me over, took my wallet. 

 

BARRY:  Two cracked ribs and a broken nose 

 

GARY:  I crawled to Brockley cop shop. 

   Only half a mile but took me nearly half an hour 

 

BARRY:  The cops picked them up quite fast 

   They still had blood on their drapes 

 

GARY:  They said I’d made a pass at them 

   They wanted to teach me a lesson. 

 

BARRY:  So he’s the one that’s nicked! 

   Before he’s even seen a doctor. 

 

GARY:  I got nine months for importuning. 

   They had stories all prepared of course 

 

BARRY:  They said them all the same, word for word! 

   A child could have seen through them 

 

GARY:  I was landed with a lousy counsel. 

 

BARRY:  I visited him in Wandsworth 

   Every day I was allowed 
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   I always took him cake 

 

GARY:  I always loved cake 

 

BARRY:  And cleaned his Clarice Cliffe for him 

 

GARY:  You broke my milk jug 

 

BARRY:  I know, I know 

 

KEN:   [Hastily]  The Guardian:  Did this turn you into 

   Champions for gay rights? 

 

GARY:  Not really, no. 

   I didn’t lose my job cos I’d retired  

   Early, on account of my war wound. 

   I’d got my pension 

   Could have been much worse. 

 

BARRY:  We didn’t read the papers much 

 

GARY:  We didn’t have a telly till the seventies 

 

BARRY:  When they changed the law in sixty-seven 

   It didn’t mean so much to me. 

   I was nearly seventy. 

 

GARY:  And gay rights and protesting 

   Seemed a young man’s game 

 

BARRY:  Except –  

 

GARY:    Except – 

 

BOTH:     Section 28 

   Remember that? 

 

KEN:   How could I forget 
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   We’re living with it still 

 

[Ghost of Dame Jill Knight]  

 

There is shocking evidence in abundance 
That children are being encouraged 
To be gay and lesbian 
Some as young as five years old. 
There is a pile of filth 
All paid for by the rates. 

 
GARY:  It was that phrase got us 
 
BARRY:  Pretended family relationship 
 
GARY:  How bloody dare she  
 
BARRY:    How bloody dare she 
 
GARY:  Seventy years we’d been together 
 
BARRY:  How long you been married, Mrs Knight? 
 
GARY:  Only march I’ve ever been on 
 
BARRY:  Except you didn’t march 
 
GARY:  No, you pushed me all the way 
 
BARRY:  I had some help, a nice young man from ‘Outrage!’ 
   But I was ninety!  I was knackered. 
 
GARY:  And he was drunk 
 
BARRY:  That’s true 
 
GARY:  They hired a train from London up to Manchester 
   The Campaign did, it was called the Pink Express 
   They had acts busking all the carriages 
   Doing entertainment.  Drag acts and the like. 
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BARRY:  And they sold pink champagne. 
 
KEN:   They knew how to protest in some style 
 
MIRIAM:  Were you there? 
 
KEN:   I think so. 
 
GARY:  We all rolled off the train at Piccadilly 
   In front of all the cameras 
 
BARRY:  What a rabble! 
 
GARY:  But we were there – 
 
BARRY:   Yes, we were there 
 
GARY:  And we were angry 
 
BARRY:    Yes, we were angry 
 
BOTH:  And nobody was going to call 
   Our family pretend. 
 
[They pause, exhausted.  Look at each other.  Smile.  Hold hands.  
MIRIAM hands the walking frame to BARRY.  Thee carer comes behind 
GARY. The three of them start walking forward.] 
 
FINALE [Robert – split this how you like] 
 
   We are the century 
   The gay century just gone 
   We are not famous  
   Not like those you’ve known 
 
   You will not find us in history books 
   Or on this new, this – 
   What’s it called? – 
   The internet 
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   We are too small,  
   We do not count as heroes 
   We’re not suffragettes 
 
   We are not Queer Studies 
   I hate – I still hate – hate that word 
   “Queer”.  It makes me shudder 
 
   It is not our word 
   It can never be our word 
   We are too old. 
 
[MIRIAM and KEN are at the back.  KEN looks at the picture of 
VICTORIA:] 
 
KEN:   I think we should – 
 
MIRIAM:  I think we should – 
 
BOTH:  And sod Dame Shirley Porter 
 
[KEN gets on the chair, which MIRIAM holds.  He unscrews the portrait 
from the wall.  As he does so, the voices of VICTORIA and WILDE are 
heard:]  
 
VICTORIA:  I will stand for something. 
   Order.  Stability. Empire. 
   Loyalty.   
 
WILDE:  Hypocrisy 
 
VICTORIA:  Morality 
    
WILDE:  Prudery. Repression. 

Victorian values. 
   A stick to beat my kind 
   Down the ages. 
   And I will stand for Art. 
   The rights of Artists, 
   And for courage 
   In the face of persecution. 
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Irresponsibility, dissipation 
   Depravity, shallowness, 
   Luxury and unreliability. 
 
BOTH:  We have been twin pillars 
   Of the century. 
   And one side almost won 
   In the twentieth century. 
 
BARRY/GARY: We are two little boats 
   Bobbing on the Amazon of effort 
   The mighty tide of love 
 
   Our only contribution is, To be 
   Ourselves, and nothing other 
 
   The mighty guns have pounded 
   O’er our heads, and maybe we have ducked 
   And dived from time to time 
 
BARRY:  But always you were never less than mine 
 
GARY:  But always you were never less than mine 
 
BOTH:  And that was adamantine 
 
MIRIAM/KEN: We’ve played our part 
   A small part, true 
   When pushed, and goaded 
   And told what to do 
   The fight was always yours 
 
GARY/BARRY: We never fought.  We were not fighters 
 
MIRIAM/KEN: You were fighters never knowing 
   Part of the army of lovers 
   Leading by example 
 
[The chorus comes in on tape, from the end of ‘Skin Deep’] 
 
CHORUS:   We still have work to do 
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    We need to work with you 
    There is work to be done 
    There are rights to be won 
    We are not there yet 
    So near yet so far 
 
GARY:  We are old 
 
BARRY:    We are tired 
 
BOTH:  For us there is no work to do 
 
MIRIAM:  Your work is only Being 
 
KEN:   And knowing of your being 
 
CHORUS:   Home, home 
    Home is waiting for you 
    Home will welcome you 
    You’re coming home.   
 
GARY:   Yes 
 
BARRY:    Yes 
 
BOTH:   Home is not a private house 
    Home is a country 
    Home is a state of mind 
 
MIRIAM/KEN:  Let us help you home 
 
GARY:   I am tired now 
 
BARRY:   It’s been a long, long day 
 
BOTH:   The shadows lengthen 
    The dark is closing in 
 
ALL:    But as the shadows close 

Behold the stars 
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[As the music comes to a climax, MIRIAM joins GARY and BARRY’s 

hands.  KEN brings out a large portrait of OSCAR WILDE and places it on 

the wall where VICTORIA was.] 

 

 

TABLEAU  

 

 

THE END 

 

 

 

   


